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CONNECT PROCESS, PRACTICE
AND THEORY
Educators and volunteers delivering adult foundational learner
Community Adult Learning Program (CALP) classes may not be
aware of the "how" and the "why" expectations are that the
"learner's lens" is used. If they have read ECALA's newsletters or
attended workshops they have heard terms like learner-centred
practice, adult learning principles and practices. The Adult Learner
book is an excellent resource to connect process, practice and
theory.
The andragogical model process highlights the difference between
traditional education models where materials for the class are
selected based on what the educator has determined needs to be
used, presents the material in logical units, and through efficient
means for delivery. The andragogical educator involves the adult
learners and others in a process to prepare learners to learn;
creating a climate conducive to learning; mutual planning; diagnosing
the needs for learning; objectives that will meet learning needs;
designing a pattern of learning experiences; including authentic and
relevant materials in learning experiences; delivering activities with
suitable techniques for adult learners, and continuously evaluating
learning needs and outcomes.
Several connections between the CALP Guidelines and references in
the book will be made when you flip through the pages of your book
we mailed to your agency. I included a few of my favourite
references from the book that I hope you will find useful when
orientating educators or adapting your learning opportunity process
framework.

ANDRAGOGY
IN PRACTICE
MODEL
The andragogy in practice
model conceptual framework
shows how we can
systematically apply the
andragogy across domains
which include the dimensions
of:
goals and purposes for
learning;
individual and situation
differences; and
andragogy: core adult
learning principles
The conceptual framework
affirms the process,
principles, and practice.
Agencies who excel in
meeting adult foundational
learner needs have adopted
into orientation, staff training,
and learner-centered
practice.
Figure 5.1 page 6 and 80

PREPARING THE LEARNER
When I read this section in the book I thought of the new "Skills
for Learning" category in the CALP Guidelines. It is important to
note that the andragogical framework is based on self-directed
learning, which includes a step "preparing the learner". Many
learners we work with have not been conditioned to be selfdirected. They are used to education models which leave the
learner dependent on the educators to teach them. An increasing
number of educators have included "learning to learn" activities
and materials of intensity and duration based on early learner
assessments for new adult foundational learners.
Knowles suggests including:
a brief description of proactive and reactive learning
group exercises to identify learner experiences, commonality,
build positive relationships with each other, and assets or
resources
using skills proactively
The CALP Guidelines define the "Skills for Learning" category as
learning opportunities that support the development of
foundational skills and habits of learning that support the learners
to build confidence, develop an identity as a learner, advocate for
themselves, and engage in foundational and other learning.
The skills and habits below fit within the development of selfdirected learning and preparing the learner to learn:
recognizing oneself as a learner
taking risks in learning
actively engaging in the act of learning
developing learning strategies
building collaboration skills in learning
strengthening communication skills in learning

ANDRAGOGICAL
THEORY OF
ADULT
LEARNING

...informal,
comfortable,
flexible,
non-threatening
settings for
learning

DEFINITION

"An adult
educator:
one who has
responsibility for
helping adults to
learn"

TRANSFORMATION &
CRITICAL
REFLECTIVITY

"If every learning
experience is to
lead to further
learning, as
continuing
education implies,
then every
evaluation
process should
include some
provision for
helping the
learners
re-examine their
models of desired
competencies
and reassess the
discrepancies
between the
model and their
newly developed
levels of
competencies."

"Nothing about us without us".
This book reminds educators of the
importance of including the adult
learner in the assessment
development and process. (Pg. 139)

(pg 67 & 68)

From The Adult Learner, Ninth Edition by Malcolm S. Knowles, Elwood F. Holton III, Richard A.
Swanson, and Petra A. Robinson, Page 157

FROM TEACHER TO
FACILITATOR OF
LEARNING
Critical reflectivity where facilitators of
learning prompt learners to consider
alternative perspectives on their
personal, political, work and social
lines. (Pg. 134)

ANDRAGOGY IN PRACTICE

From The Adult Learner, Ninth Edition by Malcolm S. Knowles, Elwood F. Holton III, Richard A. Swanson, and Petra
A. Robinson, Page 6

ADULTS EVALUATING THEIR OWN
LEARNING
This book reminds educators of the importance of including the adult learner
in the assessment development and process. Working within the context of
the CALP Guidelines educators are expected to know when collecting data to
assess if the desired changes (outcomes) have taken place.
The adult learner should be involved in answering the following questions:
What systemic collection of evidence needs to be carried out to
determine whether desired changes have taken place?
Based on the evidence collected to what degree did the desired changes
take place?
Of course, in working with adult foundational learners, we would not ask
these exact questions, we would reword the question in vocabulary the
learner understands. Responses to these assessment questions determine
how evaluation is done within the agency. Check to see if learner perception
of what they learned matches educator assessment and is demonstrated in
activities and the beginning of the learning opportunity and at the end.
ECALA has designed a series of evaluation workshops and continues to offer
short workshops on learner assessment in the ECALA Classroom series if you
require additional information.
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